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assessment of the system requirements (data, 
and process) for implementation of terms describing lake efiects in the Canadian 

Regional Climate Model-. We demonstrate test results for one-dimensional (1-D) and 
three dimensional (3-TD) models for Lake hydrodynamics, that have been tested and 
prepared for interfacing with atmospheric circulation models. We discuss the use of a 
physical interface model, Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS) is un‘de_r 
consideration for the air-water interface. 

NWRI RESEARCH SUMMARY 
Plain language title 

Use of simulation models of lakes. for improving climate predictions. 

"What Is the problem and what do scientists already know about it? .
. 

Meteorological scientists have been to improve global climate models by 
looking into smaller spatial scales on a regional basis such as the Great Lakes Region 
and the Mackenzie Basin. Scientists doing research in lakes also develop 
types of lake models thatpredict circulations and distributions. 

Why did NWRI do thlsstudy? 
Currently the regional models do not have a lake component fully 
implemented. That is, the regional climate model sees only land, not lakes, at this 
stage of development, It therefore needs a lake model, To answer this question, 
NWRI scientists, in collaboration with meteorological scientists and modelers in 

and University of (h1elph,contributed their and 
experience in lake modelling in a joint project to examine ways to link lake models 
regional climate models. * 

what were the results? 
The preliminary finding is we need a hierarchy of models, fi'o'm simple fiilly 
mixed lake model to complex models, to couple with the regional 
‘climate models. The choices and mechanisms of connecting these models are not



trivial. However, they can be implemented the. existing regional climate model 
structure and this paper describes how it can be accornplished. 

How will these results be used? 
The results will be used by climate modelers for consideration to implementation and 
by lake modellers for further research It can also be used for analyzing impacts of 
climate change in aquatic ecosystems. 

who were our main partners in the study?- 
The team consists of research from NWRI, Meteorological Services of 
Canada, University of Guelph, McMaster University and Université du Quebec a 
Montreal supported by a research grant fiojm the Foundation for Climate 
and Atmospheric Sciences. 
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Evaluation préliminalre de l’interaction entre le modéle climatique regional 
canadien et les modéles ’the'rmo-hydrodynamiqties des lacs‘ 

David Swayne, David Murray Mackay, Wayne Rouse et William Schertzer 

Résumé 

Dans cet article, les ‘anteurs présentent l’évalua.tioin préliminaire des caractéristiques du 
systéme (donnéejs, interface et processus) requises pour Papplication de termes décrivant 
les effets des lacs, dans lemodéle climatique regional Ils présentent les résultats 
des essaisréalisés sur des modéles unidimensionnels (ID) et tridirnensionnels (3D) 
appliqués a l’hydrodynam‘ique Ces modeles ont été soumis a des essais et ont été

‘ 

' préparés afin d’étre relies aux modeles de circulation atmosphérique. L’uti1i_sation d’un 
modele d’interface physique, soit le_ schéma de patagriétrisation des surfaces 

(CLASS — L-and Scheme), qui faitact.ue11ernentl’objet.d’un 
examen relafifa 1’interfaee air-eau, est abordée. 

Sommaire des recherches tie l'lNRE - 

Titre en langage clair - 

Utilisation de inodeles de simulation des lacs destinés A améliorer les prév1s1' ‘one 
climafiques. '

» 

Quel est le probléme. et que savent les chercheurs i_ ce sujet? . 

Les météorologistes tentent d’aI.né.1iorerles modeles elimatiques globaux en 
les échelles spatiales A l’é'chelon régional telles que la région des 

Grands Lacs et le bassindti Mackenzie. Les seientifiques effectuent des travaux 
de recherche sur les lacs ont également élaboré divers modeles qui 
permettent de prjévoir les circulations atmosphériques et la repartition des 
temperatures. . 

Pourquoi l'lNRE a-t-il effectué cette étude? 
’ 

Actuellement, la composante lacustre n-’est pas entierement intégrée aux modeles 
clixnatiques régionallx. e’est—é—d.iI.e qu’é ce stade de leur élaborafion. ces modeles 
voient uniquement la terre et non les lacs. On doit done y ajouter un modele lacus.tre_. 
Afin de répondre 5, cette question, les scieiitifiques de l’Institut national de recherche 
sur les eaux (lNR_E), en collaboration avec les météorologistes et les modélisateurs 
d’Environnement'Canada et de l’Université de Guelph. ont leur competences et 
experience pour eflectuer la modélisation de lacs dans le cadre d’un projet concerté



visant A examiner les facons d’établir des liens entre les modéles lacustres et les 
modeles climatiques régionainc. 

Quels sont les résultats? 
Sclcn les résultats préliminaires obtenus, ‘il faut définir u_ne hjjérarchie de modeles, 
allant du modele lacustre simple entierement aux modeles tridimensionnels V 

complexes afin de les relier A des modeles climatiques régionaux. Le choix de ces 
modeles et leurs de rattachementne sont pas anodins. Cependant, ils 
peuvent étre intégrés 9.‘ la du modéle climatique régional existant; nous 
allons décxire dans cet article comment cela pent se faire. 

Comment ces résultafs se':"-out-ils utilises? — 

Les modélisateurs du climat se servircnt de ces résultats pour examiner la possibilité 
d’appliquer les termes, et les modélisateurs des lacs, pour poursuivre leurs rccherches. 
On peut également utiliser ces résultats pour analyser les incidences du changement. ‘ 

climatique sur les écosystémes aquatiques. 

Quels étaient nos principanx partenaires dans cette étude? * 

L’équipe est composée de de recherche de 1’-Institut national de recherche 
sur les eaux, du Service météorologique du dc ,l’Unive1sité de Guelph, de 
l’Université Mc Master et de l’Un'iversité du Québec 3 Montreal. Elle a bénéficié 
d’1me subvention de recherche de la Fondation canadienne pour les sciences du climat 
et de 1’a_.tmosphere. V
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Abstract . 

This paper describes our preliminary assessment of the system requirements (data, 
interface and process) for implementation of terms describing lake effects in the 

Regional C1imate’Model. We demonstrate test results for one-dimensional 
(1-D) and dimensional (3-D) models for Lake hydrodynamics, that have been 
tested and prepared for interfacing with atmospheric circulation models. We discuss 
the use of a physical interface model, Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS) that 
is under‘ consideration for the‘ air-water interfa_ce._ 

.1. Introduction 

Inclusion of a fully interactive coupling of a lake model with an atmospheric model ‘ 

for regional climate modelling is an important objective of current Canadian Regional 
Climate Model (CRCM) development. Lake surfaces" 

A 

, are very different than land 
surfaces in terms of their ‘interactions with the atmosphere, particularly moisture 
evaporation, forcing and energy exchanges. These air-water interactions, 
however, are complexand continue to be a issue considering the millions of 

in Canada that are neglected in the cmrent climatic models. Only recently has 
the CRCM_ irnplemented a simple box lake model (Goyette et al., 2000) as an initial 
attempt to simulate the evolution or the water ternperature and ice cover on the 

Great Lakes. Recognizing that this efibrt is a pioneering work, the box 
model accounts for surface energy exchanges only, and for simplicity, the seasonal 
variation of the mixed-layer is not modelled explicitly. Our describes our 
approach for the next step in the derivation of a hierarchy of fully interactive lake 
models for the CRCM, with an emphasis on not only the air-water energy exchange, 
but also, wherever applicable, the hydrodynamic current friction, the in—lake vertical 

\. temperature structure andseasonal processes. 

Our main objective is to provide a hierarchy of lake thermal models for inclusion 
within the CRCM, depending on lake size and available information. A number of 

models have already been developed for lakes with small (e.g., < 2 km’) 
and large (e.g., > 100 km’) and for various depths (1 Or 2 In to over 400m). We 
aim to screen several of models fi-on; which a lake model for 
each lake size class can be derived. Model verification will be accomplished using a 
cross—section of small and lakes over different climatic regimes of and 
available observed data, The major benefits of this research are twofold: providing 
more accurate fee.d—b.ack lakes to the climate models, and assessing high priority 
climatic on ecosystem components of lakes. This paper describes the 

l Author



technical challenge, themodelling approach and possible computational 
informatics solutions, It documents the logical path forward and share ideas on how to 
meet complex technical challenges sunounding the coupling of atmospheric models 
and lake models. Some preliminary results will be used to illustrate the individual 
models.

' 

2. General Descriptions of the Models 

2.1 Considering Lakes in Climate Models 
Currently, lakes are not included .in General Circulation Models and only recently 
have there been steps at including lakes in regional-scale models. In Canada, 
there are more than a million lakes in size froma few hectares to being the 
largest in the world lakes (Schenzer, 1997). Figure 1 shows the distribution of2l of 
the largest lakes in Canada ranging from 1,000 to 82,100 nan’. It is recognized that 
the heat and mass exchange of lakes have a profound effect on the local and regional 
climate. occurs not only for large lakes but also for regions with a aggregate 
number of small to medium size lakes. Consequently, flie inclusion of lakes within 
climate models is an important step in the irnprovejment of forecasts from climate 

. models. 

Figure 1. Distribution ofthe largest lakes (> 1000 km’) and major drainage ba.s_in;r in Canada 

1. Superior 2. Huron 
A 

3. Great Bear 4. Great Slave 5.- Erie 
6. Winnipeg 7. Ontario 8. Athabasca 9. Reindeer 10.; Stnallwood 
II. Nettling I2. Wnnipegosis I3. Nipigon 14, Manitoba 15. Lake of Woods‘ 
16. Dubawnt 17. Arnadiuak I8. Melville 19. Misrassini 20. St. Clair 
21. Lesserslave 7
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2.2 Canadian Regional Climate Model (CRCM
_ 

The influence of large inland water bodies in climate predictions has not received 
much attention in Global Circulation Models (GCMs) largely due to the coarse grid 
resolution. The finer grid-mesh of regional climate models (RCMs) (e.g. 15 km a 25 
km’ grid resolutions), however-, have made it possible to incorporate the forcing from 
large lakes. Regional climate models are valuable tools for examining climate 
processes at very higl_1 resolution over limited areas. They represent, in some sense, a 
compromise between GCMs, which run experiments on clmiate time-scales (years- 
centuries) but at coarse resolution, and Numerical Weather Prediction models "which 
can run at much higher resolution (even globally) but for much shorter periods of time 
(days-weeks). RCMs are suitable for high-resolution sirnulationsvon climate time- 
scales, but are limited to domains less than global in extent. 

The CRCM‘ has been developed jointly by the Université du Quebec :1 Montreal and 
the Meteorological Service "of Canada (Caya and Laprise, 1999). It a 
marriage the dynamical kernel of the fully compressible and very efficient 
semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian model of Tanguay et al. (1990) and the complete 
physical ‘parameterization package of the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and 
Analysis (CCCina) Atmospheric Circulation Model (AGCM). The physics 
packages fiom the C.CC_ma have been coupled to the CRCM (MacKay at al. 2001). 
Because it is a area model, lateral boundary conditions must be specified - 

either from a GCM (e.~g. Laprise et al., 1998) or operational analysis (_e.g. MacKay et 
aI., l-9,98; MacKay et al., 2001). 

2.2 Thermal M0delsApplied'toLakes
I 

There are many well—calibrated thermal models and extensive databases to support 
research on development of coupled lake / CRCM modelling with a focus on 
simulating the vertical temperature structure. In general, the models lake specific 
and little testing has been done to assess the applicability over lakes of difierent‘ 
morphometry and over different climatic regions. There are models that assume 
uniform properties over the whole lake, i.e. the box models (Goyette eft al., 2000),. 
There models assume horizontal uniformity but allow for vertical details, i.e. 
one dimension (1-D) models using various turbulence formulations such as 
eddy diffusion integrated mixed layer models (McCormick and Lam, 1999). There are 
also models that simulate the fun three-dimensional (3-D) details of the 
hydrodY!18ih,ic circulation and thermal regimes. A recent survey of these models has 
been conducted by Lam and Schertzer (1999) for the Great Lakes.



3. Technical Challenges 
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Figure 2. Schematic of cauplijrg the regional climate model and the lake model 

Ourmain study goal is to connect the regional climate model represented at the top of 
Figure 2 with the lake models shown in different versions (simple box model, 1-D and 
3-D models) at the bottom of the figure. Much of the complexity of our modelling 
process involves the transfer of momentum, mass and heat fluxes at the interface 
between these two modelling regimes and there are several technical challenges. The 
three major ones are the time step issues, the spatial regionalization problems and the 
computational aspects. In this section, we discuss these three difiiculties. In 
Section 4,- we discuss possible solutions to these diffieulties and propose a new 
model-coupling approach by referring to Figure 2 again with more explanation about 
it. 

3.1 Time-step and Model Coupling 
Model coupling between the CRCM and the lake model implies bi-directional flow of 
information. For example, the air temperature predicted by the CRCM is as input 

' 

to the lake model which predicts the surface water temperature that may alter the air- 
water energy transfer (e.-g. evaporation) which in turn changes the air temperature in 
the CRCM, Another example is that the wind predicted by CRCM provides input for 
forcing the hydrodynamic current in the lake model which in turn changes the air- 
waterfriction and hence the wind. This circular dependence may require frequent 
consistency check, feedback loops and iterative procedures. The time step normally 
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used in the CRCM is about 15 minutes, whereas the time steps used in lake models 
vary between minutes, hours or even days. The synchronization of time steps 
therefore adds to the complexity of the model coupling. 

3.2 Spagial Scale and the Regionalizatian Problem 
There are problems with spatial scales in the model coupling as well. The CRCM 
generally uses gridsizes of 15 to 25 kin:-. For large lakes such_ as the Laurentian Great 
Lakes, this means that a lake can be coveredby up to fifty of CRCM grid cells and 
may require lake models with fine model resolution and spatial details. On the other 
hand, for small lakes, one may find many lakes within just one CRCM grid cell. For 
large lakes, the issue is whether there is a need to use three-dimensional" models. 
When coupled CRCM, a 3-D model would simulate not only the vertical 
exchange across the air-water interface but also the horizontal transfer of energy and 
momentum lake water may subsequently affect the grid-to-grid distribution of 
heat and momentum fluxes in the CRCM, For the small lakes, the question becomes 
one of=aggregan'ng'results from several lakes in one CRCM grid, i.e. a regionalization 
problem. /

, 

3,3 Computational Aspects , 

Suppose the above two problems are solved. We still need an efficient computational 
method to make sure -the CRCM and the hierarchy of lake models can nm in tandem 
with each other. The problem is how to design and irnplemefnt a sofiware system that 
can select the appropriate lake model, given the lake size and available data, to 
produce a: consistent setof air-water energy fluxes and frictional forces, synchronize 
the model t_iI.n.¢ with the CRCM, and aggregate or results for 
use by the CRCM'de‘pending on the relative size ofthe lake within or covering the 
CRCM grid. Ifthe model coupling is made operational, there is also the problem of 
determining optimal time andspatial steps and computational methods. 

4, M_o'delling.Approach 

To overcome these challenges, we have assembled a team of experts in 
regional climate modelling and lake thermal and hydrodynamic modelling. Because . 

of the disciplines, the climate modellers and the lake modellers have 
developed models quite independent of the other group. The team agrees to adopt an 
‘approach that, to-save. development time and cost, make use of existing models or 
models are under on-going development in each group and couple them as 
effectively and accurately as possible. That is, we do not think it is efi'ec_tive to 
develop a new model that solves simultaneously both the governing equations for the 
climate model as well as the lake model. Neither do we it is ejifective to use a 3- 
D lakehydrodynamic modelforallsmallandlarge lakes,noritisaccur'atetous‘ea 
simple box model for all of them, particularly the large lakes. The logical approach is 
to use simple box models (e.g Goyette et al., 2000) that consist of an upper layer and 
a lower layer for cues such as lakes, since the processes follow simplified _ 

assumptions better. For large lakes, we need the 3-D models so that the vertical and 
horizontal distributions of heat and momentum in the lake are properly for. 

For lakes ofintermediate sizeordeeper (>10m), we may use a 1-D model that 
has a finer resolution over -the depth. Note that the 2-D models not effective for 
our study because, while it hm finer solution horizontally, it lacks the vatical 
resolution required for simulating the thermal and fluxes correctly.



Specifically, we propose to thefollowing modelling approach. First, we separate 
the small lake models from the large lake models. For the large lake models, we may 
use a 3-D model and connect it directly, through aregionalization interface, to the 
regional climate model (Fig.2). Since they use time step sizes, there is no 
problem with consistency of time scales. For the spatial scale, it is possible that one 
CRCM grid cell may contain several lake model grid cells, because the spatial 
resolution of the lake model is usually finer. Thus, a‘ regionalization interface with an 
appropriate aggregate scheme is required to average the lake model results for 
each CRCM" grid cell. At the air.-water interface, we need to ensure consistent 
momentum, mass and heat flux For momentum transfer, we consider the 
consistency in the “bottom” frictional force in the CRCM the ‘wind forcing term 
acting on the lake surface in the lake model. For mass transfer, we consider the 
consistency in moisture evaporation and condensation in both models. For heat 
transfer, we considered net solar, long-wave, sensible and" latent heat transfers, These 
fluxes can be eithejr at each time step (which is costly) or updated at regular 
time intervals (which may be optimized). 

For the small lakes, the are connected to the CRCM viathe CLASS submodel 
which has implemented successively the momentum, moisture andtransfers for the 
air-land surface. We can make use of existing.modules in the CLASS model package 
to facilitate flux between the air-water interface for lakes. Since one CRCM 
grid cell may contain both land and lake areas, so will one CLASS grid cell (i.e. the 
CRCM and CLASS grid cell are the same). Foreach one such grid cell, there are 
possibly several lakes. We therefore require a regionalization procedure to aggregate 
lake model results before passing them on to the CLASS interface (Fig. 2). If some of 
these lakes are deep (e.g. lake depth '> 10m), we may need to use a 1-D lake model 
(Fig. 2). For the regionalizatiofn procedure, there are at leasttwo ways to aggregate the 
results: (a) aggregate the model coeflicients and input (lake area, volume, heat, etc.) 
first, average them and then nm the lake model with the average coefficients and‘ 
inputs, or (b) run the model with each lake with individual input and then average the 
result (Fig. 3). Atthis stage of development, the choice ofregiOna1i2aflon methods 
may affect the results in coupling the lake model with the CRCM and require further 
research.- 
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Figure 3. Two possible regionaliiqfion appraachesjbr aggregating model results. 

Sin'ce'the*time step of the boxand 1'-D models is generally larger than the time step of 
the CRCM and since the fluxtransfer from the lake via the CLASS model interface 
basically a vertical process; i_.e, ngtighbouring grid cells in both CLASS‘ and lake 
models do not have a horizontal transfer" component, the ‘implementation of the lake 

i models using the CLASS model interface can be done with parallel computafional 
algorithms for better efficiency. The consistency of the ‘fluxtransfer can be checked 
also regularly according to the time step of the lake model because it larger than 
that of the CRCM. 

5. An example of Model Coupling Mechanisms: Energy Flux Considerations 

The consistency of momentum, and heat transfer between the lake model and 
me atmospheric model is an important aspect is this study, As an example, we . 

consider the energy fluxes between the lake surface and the and examine 
some of the involved in the design and implementation ofzmodel coupling 
mechanisms. 

£1 Cannpoi-my of Lake Enérgr Hm _ 

Figure 4 provides a general of the major processes included within a lake 
thermal model. The source terms for a thermal model derive from the surface heat 
budget components. The net radiative fluxes include incoming solar (K J» ), 
reflected solar radiniiogn, (K T ) as a function ofsurface albedo (d ), incoming 
longwave radiation (L l ), and emitted idngwave radiation (L T ). T1_irbulent 
exchanges are represented by thelatent heat flux (Q5 ) and sensible heat (.Q,,) fluxes. 
Advective heat fluxes are associated with hydrological flows.such as inflow (Q, ), 
outflow (Q0) and others. During winter iceformation and ice melt are sources of 
heat gainand loss. Aportion ofthesurfaceenergy theairwater 
interface. Generally, longwave fluxes are attenuated the first few

7



Figure 4 Schanatie of the key heat exdtange 
and thermal components of a lake _ 

however, solar radiation can penetrate for 
several metres depending on the mean 

attenuation coefficientt(a,, ). 
Heat fluxes and winds are inputs to lake 
thermal models and represent the linkage 
between the lake and the overlying 
atmosphere. 

5.2 Energy Flux Considerations: using the Model Inter-face 

To implement these heat fluxes used in lake thermal models as part of the transfer 
mechanisms between the atmospheric and the lake models, we need an appropriate 
regionalization procedure as described in Fig. 2. For large lakes, the task is 
straightforwardilsince the energy fluxes can be directly coupled to the regional climate 
model with a simple average scheme to aggregate and transfer the lake model results 
to the atmospheric model and a spatial interpolation scheme to downscale the 
atmospheric model results to the lake model. For small lakes, the mechanisms involve 
a more elaborate regionalization scheme (Fig. 5) and a connection through the 
CLASS model interface (Fig. 2), since there be invariably land surfaces sharing 
the same CRCM
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Figure 5, Components of energy fluxes used in the CLASS model between_atmosphere, land 
and lake. Information are required onfiacfions of bare ground cover (FG), ‘Vegetation 
cover (FC), snow cover (FSNO), vegetationcover with snow (F659 lake. cover (F19. 
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Thus, the regionalization scheme for small lakes for the CLASS model interface (Fig. 
5') will produce, for each CRCM grid cell, the information on the fi_-action of la.ke area 
(FK) as well as the net solar, net long-wave, sensible and latent heat aggregated from 
all the within this CRCM grid cell. The lake flux" terms will then be combined 
with the land fluxes already implemented in the CLASS model, and prorated 
accordingly with the land information on fractions of bare ground cover (FG), land" 
vegetation cover (PC), Snowcover (_FSNO) and vegetation coverwith snow (FCS). 
These total contributions of energy fluxes from both land and lakewill be made 
available for the atmospheric model. In return, a distribution or downscale scheme 
may be required to transfer similar information back from the atmospheric model to 
the lake model for model input and consistency check. 

6. Modelling oi’ Lake Temperature : Initial Approaches and Results Based on 
Observed Inputs - 

As indicated above, the goal of this investigation is to develop a coupled lake- 
atmosphere model scheme for input to CLASS and the CRCM. Since lake surface 
temperature not known apriori, lake temperatures must be simulated in order to 
compute the surface heat, and ‘momentum flux exchange between the lake and 
the atmosphere. As shown in Figure 2, the modelling scheme is complex since lakes 
vary’ in spatial dimension. A hierarchy of lake model is required. The philosophy 
adopted here is to investigarethe applicability of various levels of model complexity 
to describetheessential elements of the lake physics for small, medium and large 
lakes, The methodology adopted for model development and verification is to 
simulate the lake temperature and fluxes based on (1,) observations as data input, (2) 
one way coupling to the atmosphere, and (3) fully coupled mode. The results shown 
here relate to the mode of testing andverification of the various lake models 
using observations. f 

6.1 Box-Model Approach - 

We hypothesize that for small shallow lakes, a box model approach may be sufficient 
to derive theheat exchange between the lake and the atmosphere. The box model 
approach apply to small and sized 

In very shallow lakes,iwind speeds completelymix the water column and the lake is 
considered to be "isothermal, gm,-gquemly, the seasonal temperature changes with 
depth will be related to the surface In such lakes, temperature 
values can be derived fiom AVI-IRR satellite or longer-term mean curves 
may be derived for application to such lakes. With assumed bathymetiy, the 
isothermal profile based on can beused to generate 
a lake heatstorage and the total surface heat be computed-as the change in 
heat storage at each timestep. 

_

' 

In shallow-medium sized lakes, wind is not to result "in complete mixing and 
stratificationoccurs. Inthiscase, amixed layerrnodelthataccoimts 

for thermodynamic processes only be Goyette at al. (2000) describe an 
approach of computing the temperature evolution of the upper mixed layer. 
The seasonal variation of the mixed-layer depth is not modelled explicitly, rather it is 
representedas aslab ofwaterofdepthl-I. Theheatbudgetequationthatgovernsthe 
evolutionofthe slab ofwateris,



d 
P..C..H§t-TI. = F. +(F}_. +5) 

where, T, is the temperature of the water slab, p, is the density of water, and C, is 
the specific heat of water. The net heat flux, F, enters the layer fiom the top, F;-, is 

the net energy entering from the sides, and fiom the bottom of the mixed layer 
(Figure 2). The net heat flux penetrating the water surface F, is computed based on 
surface net radiation and turbulent heat fluxes (e.g. Schertzer, 1987). 

Research is being conducted on a range of small to medium sized lakes in Canada to 
quantify the magnitude and variability of the radiative and’ turbulent heat exchange 
with the atmosphere and the thermal response characteristics (e.g. Rouse et al., 2000; 
Oswald, 2002; Rouse et al., 2003). Progress being made on me development of the 
box model approach on a range of small lakes in the Mackenzie Basin (Binyamin et 
al., 2002). Since Canada has an abundance of small-medium sized lakes, 
understanding the contribution of these lake scales is critical for development ofa 
coupled lake-atmosphere model- Initial research has included method developments 
for determining lake size distribution over regions. Remote sensing techniques (i:.e. 
satellite observations) are required to determine lake areal extent over such a large 
number of lakes in Canada. Research is being conducted to develop verify solar 
and longwave models and evaporation computations especially in Canada's northern 
climatic regions. Initial boxmodel simulations have been conducted to compute heat 
storage for a column of water in selected lakes based on observed water temperature 
profiles. .. 

6.2 1-D. M0deIApproach 
For large deep lakes, such the Laurentian Lakes, the lake temperature- 
structure is often simulated through application of 1-D temperature models. The 1-D 
temperature model results are representative of the "lake-averaged“ or "basi'n-

_ 

averaged" temperature profile at each time step. Eddy diffusion type models 
have been applied in the Great Lakes for both temperature prediction and for 
applications in water quality models (e.g. Lam et él—., 1987). Figure 6 shows an 
example of the simulation of the vertical temperature structure for the basin of 
Lake in 1983 summer using the model of Lam and Scherlzer (1987) 
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Figure 6 Simulation of 1-D temperature structure ofthe central basin1ofLake. Erie using 
the Lam and Schertzer ( I 98 7) model (based on Schertzer and Sawchuk, I990). Lighter 
curves repmem the temperature. profile Dom represent the observed 
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temperature based on lake surveys. The darkcurve represents the simulation at the mid-point 
of the lake survey. 

' ' 

The simulation is with a known vertical temperatlire Profile and the 
simulation commences over the thermally stratified season. The excellent agreement 
between simulations and observations provides confidence in this type of model for 
basin or lake-averaged temperature predictions. Surface and bottom temperatures at 
the mid-survey is indicated on Fig. 6. Accurate simulation of the surface 
temperature is for computation of the radiative, turbulent and momentum 
exchanges between the lake and the atmosphere (e.—g. Schertzer er al-. 1987; Schertzer 
1997), Inclusion of a physically based ice model (i.e. Patterson and Hamblin, 1988) 
allows this scale of model to be applied over an cycle. For example, Boyce et 
al. (1993) have simulated the annual temperature cycle for Lake Ontario using the l- 
D model DYRESM (Imberger and Paterson, 1981) under current climate and changed 
conditions. 4 

6.3 3-D Hydrodynamic Model Approach ‘ 

The CLASS model has a spatial resolution similar to the CRCM although it can be 
modified for coarser or finer resolution. As indicated above, matching such scales for 
a large lake is possible through use ofa 3-:D hydrodynamic model. The 3-D 
hydrodynamic model is forced with surface meteorology and is used to simulate the 
lake circulation and temperature field. There are several hydrodynamic models 
have been developed and appliedto large deep lakes such as the Laurentian Great 
Lakes. For example, Simons (1976) developed and applied a numerical model of 
Lake Erie to compute water transports on the basis of continuous wind observations

' 

‘from shoreebased meteorological stations. A vertically integrated model Was used for 
quasi-homogeneous conditions, and a two layer model was employed to simulate 
summer stratification. Figure 7 shows an example ofthe computed Lake Erie water 
circulation for selected periods in the upper layer (epilimnion) and the lower layer 
(hypolimnion). The model results show the feasibility of using the 3-D hydrodynamic 
model in quasi-operational applications for simulating the lake circulation and 
temperature .between grid elements.

11



~ July 16 -August 16, 1970 

Figure An example of conqputed lalw Erie water circulation using 4 3-D 
model in the upper layer (epilimnion), and lower layer (hypoliniizioiz) of Lake Erie (based on 
Simons, 1976). Light represent simulated transports while darkarrows are observed 

The 3-D model approach is complex and data intensive. An advantageof the 
approach is the simulation of lake surface ternperatiires at grid scales commensurate 
with that of the CLASS scheme. Figure 8 shows an example of the lake-"wide surface 
temperature of Lake Erie for May 16, 1983 from satellite image, The image shows 
the complexity of simulating Lake Erie. Because of its 3 basin structure (depth of : 

west basin 10m, central basin 25m, east bajsin 64m) the modelling approach adopted 
must be capable of-simulating the wide variability in the lake dynamics. Again, 
accuracy of the temperature simulations is critical for computation of the radiative, 
turbulent and momentum flux exchange between the lake and the atmosphere. 
Research is ongoing in a hierarchy of modelling approaches for development 
of a coupled lake-atmosphere model. 
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Figure 8. An,example' of the complexity ofthe surface. temperatwe. regime of a large dimictic 
such as Lake Erie. The figure depicts the variation in temperature across the lake prior 

to fidl thermal stratification. Maximum temperatures in Lake ca?! 0PPi'oach 25°C in ‘mid- 
summer. High variability is surface temperatures across the lake. especially in 
spring and fall and in response to circulation dynamics such as upwelling and downwelling in- 
the nearshore zones. 

' 

7. Conclusion 

Development of a coupled lake-atmosphere model is very important for regions with a 
large number of lakes such as Canada, and has implications for increasing the . 

accuracy of climate forecasting. research is in the stages," however, there 
have been a nmnber of advancements in understanding of the problem 
complexities and development of solutions. Since there exists a Canadian Regional 
Climate Model (CRCM) that has been linked to land surfaces through the Canadian 
Land Surface Scheme (CLASS) our research focuses on development of the coupled 
lakje-atmosphere m_odel(s) within this scheme. Our initial research has successfully 
identified a hierarchy of lake‘ models that be applied ‘in the box, 1-D and 3-D 
modes. Ihe next stage of the lake modelling research is to extend the models which 
have beericurrently verified existing meteorological forcing data, to be nm in 
modes both linked and then coupled to the atmospheric models. introduces a 
number of modelling complexities such as parallel processing and linking of spatial 
and temporal scales in the lake and aunosphjeric physics. From a sofiware design 
pointof view, we have concluded that -to couple the Wide range of lake to the 
regional climate model, a reliable interface such as the CLASS model is required. 

"adaptor" pattern of sofiware design is necessary because we need to pass just 
the essential information between models Without disturbing existing codes. In this 
paper, we have identified some of the major challenges for and 
have proposed new modelling approaches to meet these challenges. The next two 
steps for us is to continue the lake model development and cross-evaluation with 
existing and new data, as well as to develop the modelling and regionalization 
interfaces to ensure that the lake models can be coupled effectively and accurately to 
the regional climate model. » 
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